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INITIAL CONCEPT

GEOTAGGED AUGMENTED REALITY MESSAGING

ACTIVIST PLANNING 
AND COMMUNICATION
A message system utilizing geotagged augemented reality to create 

a communication platform between activists in urban environments. 



WHAT IS IT?
A communication tool that 
allows activists to speak to each 
other on an individual level, but 
also to the community at large 
about issues they are trying to 
address. 

WHO IS IT FOR?
Activists who are looking to com-
municate their messages inter-
nally on a more incongito way, 
or activists who are protesting a 
social or environmental issue.

WHY DO I WANT 
TO CREATE IT?

To utilize technology such as A.R. 
for a purpose other than just for 
entertainment or education-
al value, but to bring together 
communities and empower a 
social cause.

WHY DO THEY WANT 
TO USE IT?

To create more of an impact 
without defacing property. To 
release secret messages into the 
urban environment to create cu-
riosity and intrigue for others to 
join their cause.

ACTIVIST PLANNING AND COMMUNICATION



MARKET & TREND RESEARCH

TREND ANALYSIS:
AUGMENTED REALITY AS A TREND - A LOOK AT 5 YEARS, WORLDWIDE:

PUBLIC INTEREST IN THE TOPIC OF ACTIVISM IN AMERICA (2004-2018):

PUBLIC INTEREST IN THE TOPIC OF PROTESTING IN AMERICA (2004-2018):

FUTURE CASTING:
MAJOR PAIN POINTS/POTENTIAL USE OF TOOL:

- Based on past trend dips, if there are no advancements with enhanced integration 
of AR into everyday life (hands-free), it will be difficult for people to become accus-
tomed to using AR on a regular basis.

- What if someone does not have access to a phone?

- Is it really private? How are other companies creating security for their users?

- Should this be available for activists in countries with less surveillance? What if 
someone other than an activist starts using this communication tool for bad rea-
sons?

TYPES OF ACTIVISM THAT NEED PRIVATE COMMUNICATION:

- Environmental activists in countries where activism is punishable by death, or 
there are no regulation on safety for activists

- Social activists who are trying to communicate in secret





COMPETITION ANALYSIS:

1. ChatSecure, Conversations, Zom
Opensource free secure chat apps/software

Each of these secure chat options were created to provide an opensource 
secure messaging service which users can talk to each other without any 
fear of monitoring or censorship. 

2. Countable
website/mobile app

Practice direct democracy - Get clear, concise summaries of bills going 
through Congress, see what others think, then take action. Telling your 
reps how you feel is easier than ever with email and now video messages.

3. Sukey
mobile app/communication tool

Sukey is a web app that is designed to keep people safe, mobile and informed 
during demonstrations. They crowdsource updates from twitter and other on-
line and offline sources in order to provide our users with a timely overview of 
what is going on at a demonstration.

4. Companion
Safety status alert tool

Companion is an app that offers live location tracking that lets your Compan-
ions watch you while you go, and offers Safety Triggers that you can activate 
which will alert them if anything goes wrong. When you arrive at your destina-
tion, the app automatically notifies your Companions that you’ve reached your 
destination.

PROS:
- Streamlined user experi-
ence

- Explains political bills and 
issues well

- Provides voting system/
messaging to congress 

- Social communication 
between users 

CONS:
- Bias?

- Secure communication?

PROS:
- Real privacy

- Croud sourcing makes 
rapid prototyping and de-
velopment of these tech-
nologies faster 

- White labeling capabilities

PROS:
- Realtime updates during 
demonstrations

- Clearly shows good and 
bad zones for protestors to 
go towards or avoid

- Doesn’t rely on uploads 
directly to app

PROS:
- Real time communication 
tool 

- GPS tracking sent to con-
tacts within the app

- Fast emergency alert 
system

CONS:
- Still in development

- High learning curve/not 
user friendly

- Non regulated so it can be 
used for things other than 
“safe communication”

CONS:
- Need a mobile device to 
participate

-  Could use an interface 
update

CONS:
- GPS tracking makes it not 
very private



5. ChattAR
Location based AR chat prototype

ChattAR is a messenger for Facebook powered with QuickBlox Location Chat 
and Augmented Reality Chat (as well as standard features of group chat room, 
1:1 chat, push notification alerts and message quoting).

6. Project Chalk 
Vuforia AR communication tool

You can annotate someone’s environment remotely with Project Chalk. With 
Chalk, you can draw on the screen to give instructions. Your Chalk Marks stick 
where you put them with augmented reality technology from Vuforia and 
ARKit.

PROS:
- Easy to use and accessible 

- Not language based

- Real-time functionality

CONS:
- Only draw function

- No secure communication

- Requires access to moble 
device

POSITIONING MATRIX:

Public
Communication

1:1 Interaction

Community Building

Private 
Communication
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PROS:
- Customizable to what user 
eats, what they are trying 
to eat

- Easy to understand 
instructional interface

- Location based chat 
bubbles!

CONS:
- Huge learning curve

- Not fully developed

- Can others view your 
placed chats?



DESIGN & PROJECT STRATEGY

FEATURE ANALYSIS:

Private chat

Group messaging

Policy information

Location tracking

Safety info

AR message placement

Drawing function

Push notifications

Emergency alert

Voting

Messaging to congress

Email

Open source developer customization

Live info on demonstration/protest

ChatSecure     Countable    Sukey    Companion   ChattAR   Project Chalk



STRENGTHS

- Private communication tool are in high demand, this is a great opportunity to 
bring back private communication channels between activists 

- Unbiased communication channels are valuable in today’s digital age where 
personal privacy is a huge issue (even outside of the activist realm)

WEAKNESSES
- How private can this system really be? Are there ways to create total privacy?

- How do we insure that the wrong parties are not reading messages that are 
being communicated between activists? 

- Can this tool be used for bad?

OPPORTUNITIES

- A safe communication system is becoming more and more of a need in the 
political and social climate of today, how can we build the right one? 

- Private communication and self discovery are huge

- How can this tool connect to analog styles of communication?  

THREATS
- Who decides who gets to use this tool? 

- Government surveillance 

- Other communication methods that exist



DESIGN HYPOTHESIS:
In a world where communication between like-minded individuals who are anti-establishment 
or who are standing up for their rights is becoming increasingly harder to participate in 
privately, a communication tool must exist to facilitate the growth of communities who stand 
up for social good. 

POSITIONING STATEMENT:
For activists who would like a better private communication tool to build community and 
facilitate change our product is providing security and confidence through an open communi-
cation tool leveraging the technologies of augmented reality. 

MISSION STATEMENT:
Our mission is to utilize augmented reality to create a communication tool that enhances the 
secure communication between activists in a space where secret innovative communication 
is needed most to create social change.

VALUE PROPOSITION:
- Activism doesn’t have to be dangerous
- Putting the act back in activism
- Empowering you through safe communication

DESIGN CRITERIA: 
- Provides a feeling of safety
- Easy to use
- Helps activist communities to plan and communicate in private
- Create a feeling of self discovery and self empowerment
- Create a feeling of hope that an individual can create social change

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT



PROVISIONAL PERSONA:
Millinial Activist, constantly wishing they could do more to create the changes they want to see in the world, 
but feels bogged down by feelings of insecurity caused by this notion that our digital communication tools are 
constantly being monitored. 

“...bogged down by feelings of insecurity caused by this notion that our 
digital communication tools are constantly being monitored”

“..wants to feel like they can make a difference”

GOALS:
1.  Communicate with their peers to plan protests, to find protests, and to avoid danger. 
2.  Connect to more like-minded people like themselves.
3.  Communicate their views and choices actively to their local and national government officials
4.  Actively make a difference while remaining safe, maintaining privacy and/or anonymity 

TEXT SCENARIO:
Sherry, a college student studying urban planning is looking for a way to connect to her community to view what 
they are feeling about the upcoming preliminary elections. She sees a flier on campus with an odd symbol, she 
cannot find any information around the symbol, so she decides to take a photo of it. When she gets home she 
reverse searches the symbol and finds a strange website that talks about creating social change, and to join a 
network. Once she joins she is able to tap into a communication system that pin points different communication 
locations throughout her city. She visits one of these locations and is instructed to scan a secret symbol hidden 
on one of the walls. When scanned she is able to communicate with nearby people who claim to be environmen-
tal activists. They ask if she wants to join a protest going on down the street, she accepts the invitation, and is 
instructed through AR mapping on how to get to the protest. 



CAN CREATE TOO MUCH ATTENTION

ILLEGAL?

TOO PERMANENT?

MORE ANONYMOUS



HOW DO THEY KNOW AN A.R. 
INTERACTION IS AVAILABLE?

PHYSICAL MAP VS. DIGITAL MAP

PEOPLE ALREADY WALKING 
AROUND LOOKING AT THEIR PHONE

IS IT SAFE TO WALK AROUND ON 
YOUR PHONE LOOKING DOWN



IN A NOT SO DISTANT FUTURE...WHERE WEARABLE TECHNOLOGIES ALLOW US TO VIEW AUGMENTED REALITIES THROUGHOUT THE CITY ON A REGULAR BASIS:

WOULDN’T IT BE WONDERFUL IF... 

- We could make it safer and more inclusive for people to participate in political protests?

- We could change the protest experience to match the evolution of our technology in the digital age?

- We could show public opinion on political issues in actual numbers without having a physical protest?



KEY INSIGHTS: 
- Everyone is already on their phone in the streets
- What are other syncable technologies that can be integrated into the system (apple watch, etc)?
- Reduce the stigma of aggression associated with activism
- How can we make activism more approachable?
- Empowerment = privacy and security

PAINPOINTS: 
- Notifications while on the go
- WHAT IS AUGMENTED REALITY 
- Finding out about events the day of because they get lost on their feed
- Where does someone begin with finding protests & activist groups?
- Is it safe? How can we ensure something is private?
- The government :(



POSITIONING STATEMENT:
For individuals who would like to start to become more active in the activist community but 
are intimidated by lack of information or just don’t know where to start. A network needs 
to be created for activists to not only safely communicate, but also for those interested in 
beginning to understand the political climate of their community to discover and tap into. 

MISSION STATEMENT:
Our mission is to create a bridge between activists and individuals who are looking to be 
more politically informed and/or active within their community. By utilizing existing digital 
communication tools in conjunction with augmented reality, we can begin to create a safe 
network for these groups to begin communicating with each other.

VALUE PROPOSITION:
- Activism demystified
- Building bridges between action and knowledge
- The action network
- Creating new activists
- Real communication

DESIGN CRITERIA: 
- Decentralized communication without having to be tech savvy
- Filtering political events in from social media feeds
- Helps activist communities to plan and communicate in private
- Create a feeling of self discovery and self empowerment
- Create a feeling of hope that an individual can create social change
- Bring communities together
- Approachable & Easy to integrate with other digital communication tools

SAFE
EMPOWERED
COMMUNITY
PROGRESS
FRIENDLY/PLAYFUL



Public
Communication

User
Friendly

1:1 Interaction

Feeling of Safety

Community Building

Self Empowerment

Private 
Communication

Accessible to 
The Right 
Community

4



POSITIONING STATEMENT:
In a society shaped by the digital age and emerging technologies it makes sense that the 
concept and experience of what a political protest is can evolve as well. Through this system 
we can provide a safer space for individuals to partake and create political change for the 
greater good of their local society .

MISSION STATEMENT:
Our mission is to create a platform through which individuals can define thier own version 
of political protesting. Through this platform individuals can build thier own communities 
and vocalize their opinions on political and/or societal issues through a safe and easy to use 
digital space, all while silmutaneously being able to document the changes of activism from 
the past, present and into the future.  

VALUE PROPOSITION:
- Activism and political protesting redefined
- Building bridges between action and knowledge
- Creating communities to build individual empowerment
- Providing a creative digital space to facilitate positive change through public opinion
- Reducing violence by providing a safe space for individuals to communicate with 
   each other and to their government

DESIGN CRITERIA: 
- Decentralized communication tool anyone can figure out how to use
- Redefine the protest experience through a digital space/augmented reality
- Alert local government about public opinion directly to create faster change
- Provide individuals a safer way to express their political and societal opinions
- Create a feeling of hope within an individual that they can create social change
- Allow past and current protests to be documented properly by attendees
- Approachable & easy to integrate with other digital communication tools

EMPATHETIC COMMUNICATION
GENTLE EMPOWERMENT
DIGITAL COMMUNITY
POLITICAL CREATIVITY
PLAYFUL PROTEST
ELEGANT ACTIVISM
DATA FOR CHANGE



PERSONA 1: Sheila Grand
College student studying urban planning at LACC.

“...passionate about participating in political protests, but had a bad 
experience with local police at the last rally she attended.”

“...wants to make a difference by joining a like-minded community”

GOALS:
1.  Communicate with her peers to plan protests, to find protests, and to avoid danger at protests. 
2.  Connect to more like-minded people like herself.
3.  Communicate her views and choices actively to her local and national government officials
4.  Actively make a difference while remaining safe, maintaining privacy and/or anonymity 

TEXT SCENARIO:
Sherry, a college student studying urban planning is looking to participate in the upcoming women’s rights rally. 
However, her experiences from the last rally she attended leave her hesitant to participate in person, she also has 
an exam the day of the rally and is weary of sacrificing her presence at the rally for an exam she’s been preparing 
for for weeks. As she is browsing the event page for the rally she comes across a post about a new system that 
allows individuals to be present at the rally through augmented reality. She quickly downloads it onto her wearable 
eye piece and begins creating a sign to post up at the rally in a digital A.R. space. She paints a sign digitally and 
chooses a wall to paste it on in the location of the rally through the system. She is delighted that eventhough she 
will not be physically present at the rally, her voice and opinion will still be heard by her community. She spends 
the rest of her evening studying for her exam and looking up future rallies and protest locations throughout her 
city through the system, saving them to her personal calendar so she can participate in them when the time 
comes. 

PERSONA DEVELOPMENT



PERSONA 2: David Aberthy
David is a working professional who works in DTLA as a financial advisor for Bank of America. 

“...has never attended a protest or rally because he fears the reprocussions 
of his job finding out his political views, and feels like it is unsafe to attend.”

“..wants to make a difference but does not know where to start”

GOALS:
1.  To become more active in creating political change. 
2.  Connect to more like-minded people like himself.
3.  Participate in a rally one day without his coworkers finding out.

TEXT SCENARIO:
David recently saw a post about a LGBQT rights protest happening in downtown Los Angeles near his current 
place of work. He feels verys strongly about making a difference for this community that he identifies with but 
he really does not know where to start, the protest is also very near his workplace and is occuring while he is 
supposed to be on the clock that very day. He also is weary about his coworkers finding out his political views. 
Unfortunately he decides agains participating in the protest. When walking to a nearby restaurant on his lunch 
break he sees the protest going on with very few physical attendees, however when he views the protest through 
his wearable device he sees that there are thousands of signs with messages of protest and support through aug-
mented reality. He receives a notification about this very event going on near him and a prompt from the system 
asking if he wants to join the protest. Through the system he can view many upcoming protests and rallies, 
including the LGBQT protest that he wanted to support. When he explores more info about this protest he sees 
that he can attend the protest without being physically on-site. He initiates the process of this digital attendance 
through the system, and the system then directs him to an interaction through which he can paint a digital 
sign that can be posted on location at the day of the protest. On his lunch break he proceeds to create his sign 
through the system and pastes it in a prime location to participate in the protest right then and there. 



PERSONA 3: Charles Smith
Charles is a data analyst working on a campaign for a the current mayor of Los Angeles. 

“...trying to gather data for an upcoming campaign for the re-election of the 
current Mayor of Los Angeles.”

“..wants to see what the community thinks about current public policies.”

GOALS:
1.  Communicate with their peers to plan protests, to find protests, and to avoid danger. 
2.  Connect to more like-minded people like themselves.
3.  Communicate their views and choices actively to their local and national government officials
4.  Actively make a difference while remaining safe, maintaining privacy and/or anonymity 

TEXT SCENARIO:
Charles is gathering data to use as research for the upcoming campaign for the re-election of the current Mayor 
of Los Angeles. He wants to know what the public is feeling and thinking about some current public policies that 
the Mayor is thinking of changing. He goes into the system and is able to view various data sets on the surround-
ing districts. Through the system he is able to view the amount of people who are protesting a particular public 
policy that the Mayor is looking to eliminate, but upon further investigation sees that 99% of people in the greater 
Los Angeles area are protesting heavily against this decision. Eventhough the “official” public polls are providing 
opposing information, Charles decides it is very important to incorporate these findings in his presentation he is 
preparing to show the Mayor’s campaign team. 



PERSONA 2: David Aberthy

TEXT SCENARIO:

David recently saw a post about a LGBQT rights protest happening in downtown Los Angeles near his current place of work. He feels verys strongly about making a difference for this community that he identifies with but 
he really does not know where to start, the protest is also very near his workplace and is occuring while he is supposed to be on the clock that very day. He also is weary about his coworkers finding out his political views. 
Unfortunately he decides agains participating in the protest. When walking to a nearby restaurant on his lunch break he sees the protest going on with very few physical attendees, however when he views the protest 
through his wearable eye device he sees that there are thousands of signs with messages of protest and support through augmented reality. He receives a facebook event reminder on his apple watch about this event 
since he was viewing it earlier in the day on facebook. Through this notification he gets a prompt from VIST if he wants to join the protest digitally. He clicks the link through the prompt and brings it up on his phone. He 
waits till he gets to the restaurant he’s on his way to to explore the information further. Once he gets there he sits down and starts browsing the protest page he got a notification for, and sees that he can attend the pro-
test without being physically on-site. He initiates the process of this digital attendance through VIST, and VIST then directs him to an interaction through which he can paint a digital sign that can be added to the mass 
of protest signs he saw just a few minutes earlier on site at the protest. He creates his sign through VIST on his phone and pastes it in a prime location to participate in the protest right then and there, he also selects 
to share his A.R. sign on his facebook. He goes back to the main page of VIST so he can view many upcoming protests and rallies, including the LGBQT protest that he wanted to support, he archives some to read about 
for later. When he gets home he goes on VIST’s website to view how many attendees were at the last LGBQT protest, and watches the archived livestream. As he heads to bed he opens VIST on his phone to read about 
some of the archived protests he saved earlier in the day, through the protest pages he quickly skims some of the policies that directly affect those causes and decides to send off a few emails through VIST to his local 
government officials supporting to show some of his support on the issues he feels most passionate about. 



VIST - FEATURE MoSCoW CHART :

MUST INCLUDE:

- Polls/voting
- Search
- List of nearby protests/rallies
- Locations of protests/rallies
- Directions to protest/rally
- Protest digital sign making
- Protest sign A.R. placement
- Emergency contact alert
- Danger nearby alert
- Law info
- “Call A Lawyer” 

SHOULD INCLUDE:

- Chat Feature
- Live streaming
- Push notifications
- Donations to charity/NGO
- Email local gov. official
- Documentation upload archive
- Protest attendee #
- Poll/voting result viewer
- Timeline of change

COULD INCLUDE:

- Profile
- Reviews/rating
- Social media sharing
- Personal posting
- Group fundrasing/donations
- Protest group invite
- Police complaint tool
- Call police
- Local area data visualization
- Policy info

WON’T INCLUDE:

- DM/PM
- Personal pledging
- Forum
- Petition request
- Public emotion gague
- Participation per district
- I support this #

FEATURE DEVELOPMENT



VIST TASK BREAKDOWN

PROFILE

1. Enter email 
2. Create username
3. Create password
4. Scan fingerprint (?)
5. Scan ID for verification
     - notes age
     - notes location
6. “I support” seclections
7. Past protests attended

GET
DIRECTIONS

1. Click on directions
2. Opens preferred map app 
to get directions to selected 
event

FE
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E
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S
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VIEW POLICIES 
& LAWS

1. Based on ‘I Support’ you’re 
offered featured policies and 
laws you might be interested 
in learning about
2. Browse list of categories 
of policies and laws
3. Click on policy
4. Read for later archive
5. Read blurb on policy
6. Click on email local gov. 
official about policy link

FILTER FOR
PROTEST EVENTS

1. Click on filter button
2. Filter by:
      - Topic
      - Location
      - Date/Time
      - Custom Search

FILTER FOR 
POLICIES & LAWS

1. Click on filter button
2. Filter by:
      - Topic
      - Location
      - Up for vote soon
      - Party representation

WATCH 
LIVESTREAM

1. Within protest info page click 
on recorded live stream
2. Watch within app or link to 
vemo/youtube

EMAIL LOCAL 
GOV. OFFICIAL

1. Click on policy or law you’d like 
to email gov. official about
2. Opens email in app/computer
3. Pre-typed email loads
4. Add to email
5. Send email

VIEW DATA SET FOR 
PROTEST EVENT

1. Click on view data set through 
protest info page
2. Filter data by:
      - Age
      - Viable voter
      - Location
      - Time

‘READ FOR LATER’
ARCHIVE

1. Browse policies and laws
2. Select policy information to 
save to read for later

EMERGENCY 
CONTACT ALERT

1. Enter emergency contact 
information
2. Set preference to text or call
3. Click on ‘contact emergency 
contact’
4. System sends emergency on 
profile’s record an emergency 
text or call

LIST OF PROTEST 
EVENTS

1. Browse protest list (PAST, 
PRESENT AND UPCOMING)
2. Click on selected protest to 
gain more info about
3. Read additional info about 
protest

CREATE DISCUSSION
GROUP

1. Select pre-determined topic
2. Create title of group
3. Create introduction post
4. Select preferences



CREATE POLL

1. Select pre-determined 
topic
2. Create title of group
3. Create introduction post
4. Select preferences
5. Send poll results to local 
gov. official

FE
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E
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PRIVATE
CHATTING

1. Select user to contact
2. Type intro text
3. Send message

MINING POOL
FUNDRAISING

1. Browse NGO available to 
fundraise for
2. Submit NGO information for 
fundraising consideration
3. Filter NGO’s available to fund-
raiser for
4. Set up fundraising event
5. Join fundraising event
6. Select amount of processing 
power time
7. Schedule time 

PROTEST
CHECK-IN

1. Location notification
2. Select check-in at protest 
location
3. If participating digitally you 
can alternatively select “I sup-
port” in the digital protest page



VIST FEATURE MAP

BROWSE
SEARCH: By Location

SEARCH: Custom Entry

VIEW EVENTS
FIND EVENT

SPEAK YOUR OPINION

AT A PROTEST?

VIEW NEWS

VOTE ON 
AN ISSUE

GET DIRECTIONS

WATCH LIVESTREAM

WATCH ARCHIVED
LIVESTREAM

VIEW POLICIES

LIST OF CURRENT 
POLICIES

TAKE ACTION!

VIEW PAST 
EVENTS

CHAT

VIEW DATA SET 
FOR EVENT

ATTENDEE #’s

TIMELINE OF 
OPINION CHANGE

EMAIL YOUR LOCAL 
GOV. OFFICIAL

JOIN PROTEST 
DIGITALLY CREATE DIGITAL 

PROTEST SIGNSAFE UPLOAD

EMERGENCY ALERT

SEND ALERT TO 
EMERGENCY CONTACT

CALL POLICE

CONTACT 
LAWYER

DONATE TO
ORGANIZATION

PROTEST PAGE

PAST PROTEST 
EVENT PAGE

BLOG

BECOME ACTIVE

JOIN

LEARN



VIST POSTURE STUDIES

SITTING AT DESK USING COMPUTER

TASKS:
- Create profile
- Browse events
- Browse data on past events
- Watch livestream (present and archived)
- Read blog
- Browse/Read policies
- Email gov. official
- Vote against a policy
- Donate to organization

User might be in this posture to perform some of the tasks that require set-up, 
browsing and active voting/participating. Most likely the user will perform these 
types of task during a time of their leisure when they have more time to relax and 
sort through information.

LOOKING DOWN AT WEARABLE DEVICE

TASKS:
- Recieve notification
- Download system
- Vote against a policy
- Join protest
- Scroll through basic information
- View attendees
- Select join protest digitally
- Contact emergency contact
- Send/Receive emergency alert
- Call police and/or lawyer
- Join chatroom

User might be in this posture to perform tasks that require short interactions such 
as scrolling (using their finger), viewing notifications, sending/receiving emergency 
alerts, or even when downloading the system in the first place.



VIST POSTURE STUDIES

HANDS-FREE WEARABLE (on head/in eye)

TASKS:
- Browse events
- Watch livestream (present and archived)
- Vote against a policy
- Donate to organization
- Initiate digital presence at protest
- Selecting options for digital sign painting
- Reading (?)
- Viewing A.R. protest

User might be in this posture to perform tasks on the go, some light interaction 
required but possibly more laborious interactions can be incorporated if they can be 
associated with eye movement recognition/selection. User would also most likely be 
in this hands-free posture if they were viewing a protest on location in a digital space 
(augmented reality).

GESTURE POSTURE 

TASKS:
- Gesture to type
- Scrolling information
- Zoom on map
- Expand on data
- Paste digitial sign in protest location
- Vote on policy

User might be in this posture to perform tasks that require large gesture movements 
such as A.R. painting a digital protest sign, viewing directions or data and scrolling. 
This posture is a lot more noticable in public places, but the user is more likely to 
utilize this posture when they are on the go, or when they are being more active 
within the system.



VIST POSTURE STUDIES

KEY INSIGHTS:

- Majority of interactions are performed within a 
physical device that the user has to look down at. 

- How can we move away from a device interface 
that the user has to look down at?

- How can some of the tasks be integrated into the 
hands-free devices/functions?

- How can we incorporate the interactions that need 
more browsing time and make them shorter?

- Expanding and contracting information, how can 
this be integrated into a hands-free device?

LOOKING DOWN AT DEVICE

TASKS:
- Create profile
- Browse events
- Browse data on past events
- Watch livestream (present and archived)
- Read blog
- Browse/Read policies
- Email gov. official
- Vote against a policy
- Donate to organization
- View directions
- View data

User can perform almost all tasks in this posture - looking down at their hand-held 
device. Interactions can range from short to long depending on the amount of time 
the user has, but it is most likely that they will be performing their tasks in this 
position because it is the most versitile.

- Recieve notification
- Download system
- Vote against a policy
- Join protest
- Scroll through basic information
- View attendees
- Select join protest digitally
- Contact emergency contact
- Send/Receive emergency alert
- Call police and/or lawyer
- Join chatroom



DEVICE ITERATIONS



STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT













INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE



brand development
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OSWALD - MEDIUM
All capital letters, 24pt, 28pt leading

OSWALD - REGULAR
All capital letters, 14pt, 18pt leading

Lato - Regular

10pt, 14pt leading

VELIT ASPERITATUR? ADI SITE POS EST QUI DOLOR SUMQUI DOLOREC USANT, 
UT ET ADITAE NOBISITIA VENI VENDIT, NUSCIISI BLACCUS. DELIASP ERCHITAT. 
DERIONSED MOLO CONSEQUIDE OPTATEM REHENITEM FACCABORAERO QUE SUM 
REPEREPEL MIN ETUR RESCIENIST PREPERRO IMENT DOLORRUM ESSUM NOBIT 

VELIT ASPERITATUR? ADI SITE POS EST QUI DOLOR SUMQUI DOLOREC USANT, UT ET ADITAE NOBISITIA VENI VENDIT, NUSCIISI BLACCUS. DELIASP 
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OUR MISSION
To create a platform through which individuals can define thier own version of political protesting 

and activism. VIST strives to provide safe space where one can stay informed, get involved and 

create communities revolving around their political and social passions in the effort to create real 

progressive change that benefits the world at large.

WHY

In a society shaped by the digital age, 

it’s only natural that the concept and 

experience of what a political protest 

is should evolve as well. A future is 

required where technology is utilized 

to facilitate safer activist processes.

WHAT

VIST is a digital system that brings 

activism and political knowledge 

directly to the individual by providing 

an all inclusive space where they can 

feel politically empowered through 

the capabilities of evolving tech.

WHO

VIST caters to the tech saavy GenY 

and GenZ individuals who are looking 

to create societal change but are hes-

itant because they feel uninformed or 

intimidated by the stereotypes of the 

political activism world.  
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David recently saw a post about a LGBQT rights protest happening in downtown Los Angeles near 

his current place of work. He feels verys strongly about making a difference for this community that 

he identifies with but he really does not know where to start, the protest is also very near his work-

place and is occuring while he is supposed to be on the clock that very day. Unfortunately he decides 

agains participating in the protest. When walking to a nearby restaurant on his lunch break he sees 

the protest going on with very few physical attendees, however when he views the protest through his 

wearable eye device he sees that there are thousands of signs with messages of protest and support 

through augmented reality. He receives a facebook event reminder on his apple watch about this 

event since he was viewing it earlier in the day on facebook. Through this notification he gets a prompt 

from VIST if he wants to join the protest digitally.

PRIMARY USE CASE FLOW
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REVISED DESIGN CRITERIA

BUILDS & SUPPORTS COMMUNITIES

This system should promote the 
growth of communities by making 
it easy to connect and find others 
while offering users an opportu-
nity to discover communities and 
groups they did not previously 
know about.

FACILITATES REMOTE PARTICIPATION 

By offering remote participation 
the system can grow its commu-
nities faster. By creating a feature 
that offers users an opportunity to 
be included they are more likely to 
be engaged in protests and rallies.

UNBIASED & INCLUSIVE

There are always strong biases 
when it comes to personal opinions 
in politics. The syste should remain 
neutral in all aspects of branding 
and identity when it comes to politi-
cal stances.

PERPETUATES GROWTH OF KNOWLEDGE

A major role of this system is to facil-
itate and streamline the access and 
growth of political knowledge. Users 
should be able to find what they are 
looking for, and tap into new topics.
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